WEBSTES

Article on a Website Citation:
**Author(s).** Lansky, Sam.
**Article title.** “Adele on Motherhood, Social Media, and Breaking Records.”
**Website name, Time, [Sponsor/Publisher if different than website name,]**
**Publication date, 21 Dec. 2015,**
**URL.** time.com/4155795/adele-time-cover-story-interview-motherhood25/.
**Date of access.** Accessed 1 Oct. 2018.

**In-text Citation:** Adele said that motherhood helped her to feel more grounded and fulfilled while on tour (Lansky).

Entire Website Citation:

**In-text Citation:** The United States Supreme Court has existed since 1789 (Supreme).

YouTube Video Citation:

**In-text Citation:** Some refugees are homeless (“Where”).

Ted Talks Video Citation:

**In-text Citation:** Sound affects emotion in humans (Calix).

MISCELLANEOUS SOURCES

Class Lecture Citation:
Tsuyuki, Chad. “Why My Smart Phone Will Never Be Smart Enough.” *ENGL 100: Composition and Writing,* 15 Nov. 2018, MiraCosta College, Oceanside. Lecture.

**In-text Citation:** Smart phones have enabled people to avoid human contact (Tsuyuki).

Lecture Notes in Canvas:

**In-text Citation:** According to Davis, police officers stormed the Stonewall Inn on June 28, 1969.

Work of Art on a Museum Website:

**In-text Citation:** *Untitled* uses black rubber to build figures and forms that are both subtle and dramatic (Gallagher).

Film in Library Database Citation:

**In-text Citation:** Jenkins’s portrayal of the African American LGBT experience was loosely biographical (*Moonlight*).

Online Television Episode Citation:

**In-text Citation:** Some TV shows add funny commentary to otherwise tedious office work (“94 Meetings”).

MLA STYLE

Citing sources requires a brief in-text citation and full details of each source on a final Works Cited page. For additional help consult the *MLA Handbook* (8th ed.), ask a librarian, visit the MiraCosta Writing Center, and/or check out: library.miracosta.edu/mla

**IN-TEXT CITATIONS**

**In-Text Citation When Paraphrasing**
- Students learn best when taking notes (Gomez 76-77).
- Gomez discovered students learn best taking notes (76-77).

**In-Text Citation When Quoting**
- According to Gomez, “college students learn best when they are taking notes” (77).
- Nasa scientists have discovered “remnants of water pursuant to life” on Mars (Johnson et al. 235).

**In-Citation for Sources with No Author**
Give entire title - as listed in your Works Cited - in the body of your paper or abbreviate title in parentheses:
- According to “What the World Needs Now” more kittens would make humans significantly happier (179).
- Kittens make humans significantly happier (“What” 179).
- The film *Helping Hands* shows an average day in a hospital.
- Nurses often work long, thankless hours (*Helping*).

**In-Text/Works Cited for 3+ Authors**
List et al. after first author in-text and on Works Cited page:
- According to Lopez et al. “college students are happy” (9).
A Works Cited list is the final page of a research paper and should be alphabetized and double-spaced. All citations longer than one line should have a .5 inch hanging indent:

Works Cited


In-text Citation: Many comic book heroes are based on Greek gods and goddesses (Marshall and Kovacs 211-213).

In-text Citation: Mackenzie said love “was like a drug” (1).

In-text Citation: African cultures are thriving both on the continent and in the diaspora abroad (Soyinka 89-90).

In-text Citation: Pellerin argues “students with disabilities need more support from school principals” (363).